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198 Bottle Wine Cabinet

Premium Multi-Temp 
Wine Cellars

Versatile wine cabinet that can be set 
as a Single-Zone for cellaring both reds 
and whites or as Multi-Temp for serving 
different styles/varietals at perfect 
drinking temperatures.

VWM198SBA

Max: 198 
Easy: 130

Double glazed door with anti-UV glass

Fixed American Oak shelving 
for optimum capacity

Security lock

Digital temperature display 
with touch controls

Inverter compressor

Premium strip LED lighting

Audio and visual alarm

Winter function (heating system)

Sabbath mode

1850H x 595W x 610D (mm)

Multi-Temp
Vintec versatile Multi-Temp technology is designed for 
serving different varietals at their perfect individual 
drinking temperatures. It provides a gradient of tempera-
ture throughout the cabinet, which is ideal for keeping all 
wine styles at their optimal drinking temperature.

Stable Temperature
Our wine cabinets maintain a stable temperature to keep 
your wine in perfect cellaring conditions. This is thanks to 
double glazed glass, insulated side panels and interactions 
between a compressor and thermostat. (Digital display 
varies by model)

Winter Heating Function
In some areas, the temperature in winter could drop 
drastically. Our wine cabinets are equipped with a heating 
function to deliver a constant temperature through the 
cellar all year round.

UV Protected Dark Storage Area
UV rays negatively impact the quality of your wine. Our 
cabinets eliminate this threat by incorporating UV treated 
tinted glass doors, dark interiors and dimmed internal LED 
lights.
 

No Vibration
To protect the storage life and quality of your wine, our 
cabinets have been designed to create a vibration proof 
environment by including an externally housed compressor, 
rubber shock absorbers and vibration absorbing wooden 
shelves.

RRP RM25,500


